Exterior RepairKit Instructions
V 1.1.7314
Material Provided
 Scratch and Brown Stucco (gray)
 Finish Stucco (white)
 Base Paint
 Finishing Glaze
Material / Tools not provided, but required
 Water
 Angle Brush
 Color Washing Brush
 SEALKRETE® Water Protective Sealer
 Mixing bowl
Mixing Instructions
Mix your Base Coat Stucco/Finish Stucco with water. Slowly pour the contents of the bag into
the mixing water. Mix 3 to 5 minutes until a firm, workable consistency is achieved. If more water
is needed, add small amounts at a time and continue to mix until desired consistency is
achieved.

Process
●

Base Stucco – Day One

Mix your “Scratch and Brown Base Coat Stucco” and begin spreading using putty knife.
When spreading the mud, spread around the edges first. Pull mud in an upward “r”shaped
motion. Be sure base coat fully covers the damaged area. Be sure scratch and brown coat
matches the thickness of the old stucco. Let the surface dry at least 24 hours.
●

Finish Stucco – Day Two

Use spray bottle to wet wall so second coat does not take off to quick (Otherwise it will be hard
to smooth out and float).
Mix your “Finish Coat Stucco” and begin spreading using putty knife.

Be sure the thickness matches the thickness of old stucco. Depending on the texture you may
have to knock down the texture, meaning rubbing lightly with your trowel flat. Let the surface dry
at least 24 hours.

●

SEALKRETE® Water Protective Sealer  Day Three

Apply a layer of SEALKRETE® Water Protective Sealer to the oven exterior wall using brush.
Let the surface dry at least 2 hours.
●

Color Coat  Day Three

Mix exterior color coat as needed. Spread a thin even coat to make it look like a sandy, but
smooth surface. Rub out any noticeable lines or defects and make sure all edges are rubbed
into the existing stucco.
Let the surface dry until you can touch it, and the color does not come off to the touch. But DO
NOT let it get too dry. Usually about 10 to 20 minutes.
Apply your second color coat. Let the surface dry at least 12 hours.
●

Tuscan Glaze Finish (Tuscan Glazing Technique)  Day Four

Step 1. Using a color washing brush, apply Tuscan Accents in small crisscross X patterns.
Work in 3' x 3' sections using random strokes. Use a light touch and vary your strokes to create
random X patterns.
Step 2. In the same 3' x 3' section, without reloading the brush and while the painted section is
still wet, blend the X pattern brush strokes using long, sweeping motions going both vertically
and horizontally. This ensures a blended, smooth appearance.

